**General: Perennial; 10”-30” tall**

**Hybrid Bluebells**

*Hyacinthoides x variabilis*

*Hyacinthoides x variabilis* is a vigorous hybrid of Spanish and English Bluebells, a non-native plant. Native look-alikes include Camas, *Camassia spp.*, which have similar form, with wider leaves, and different flower shapes. Onions, *Allium spp.*, have similar leaves, which smell like onions, and different flowers.

**Management Strategies**

- Always remove
- Bulbs: Remove all bulblets
- Primary spread: Seed, bulblets

Note: Can dominate disturbed shady areas. Check with parks department or school district for proper disposal.

**Flowers:** Purple, sometimes pink or white, on long stalks

**Shoots emerging through duff on forest floor**

**Form:** Basal clump
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